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Senior Stewards Report
Name of Track

Fort Erie

Date

Sunday, 22 Sep 2019

Weather

Race 1 - 8: Clear (Temp: 27 deg. C)

Track Conditions

Type:

Number of Races

8

Scratches

Vet:

Dirt, fast

Post-time

Turf:

Stewards:

1:20

Firm, lane 1

Track:

Senior Steward

Associate Steward

Associate Steward

Fenton Platts

John Dorion

Paul Nielsen

Report on day’s Events: (Backstretch - accidents, fines, suspensions, objections, disqualifications, refunds, pertinent incidents,
general details etc., Film Reviews, Races, Claims)

Backstretch:
Received a call from Jockey Agent Richard DePass, represents Jockey Luis Saez, requested to
ride the Queen Elizabeth Stakes in Keeneland on October 12/19. Is serving a 3 day suspension
October 9, 11 and 12/19 from the Woodbine Ricoh Mile on September 14/19. request was
granted and TB Ruling 11268 was generated.
Received a call from the Stewards in Kentucky, requested a copy of the Stewards report and
rulings associated from the Ricoh Woodbine Mile.
Jockey Brandon Duchaine, his parents owned a horse last year trained by Claudia Rabstein, the
foal certificate has been missing, was signed out by Rabstein and he feels she is holding papers
in lieu of an O/S amount of $600. Rabstein did sign papers out. We explained that a trainer
cannot hold foal papers and would be held accountable if they were the last one with the papers
out of office.
Claudia Rabstein, does not have the foal papers, signed them out but gave them to either the van
driver or the owners. Was last year, not worried about O/S amount, will look again at home but is
willing to help out if they are not found. Duchaine to check with van driver and look for their
colours as well that are missing.

Film Reviews:
Race 1 September 17, 2019. Marklee Buchanan, excessive urging after the start. Was informed
that this would be a second violation in a calendar year and would be a $300.00 monetary penalty
and a one day suspension. TB Ruling #11269 Sunday September 29, 2019
Races:
Race 1, #1 Madame Bovery was off awkwardly, #5 She’s Good to Go was eased through stretch,
rest ok. Spoke with #5 rider Juan Crawford. Stated she had no run after the half and just stopped
running, not interested.
Race 2, #2 Mr. Changue was off slow, prevailed. Rest good.
Race 3, clear
Race 4, Turf, clear
Race 5, on advisement of Official Veterinarian, #1 Analyze What was scratched at the gate, race
clear
Race 6, clear, jockey H. Vanek cited for possible urging violation. NOR drawn and sent to jock’s
room
Race 7, #5 Judith’s Angelbaby stumbled at the start and bore to the right, eased through the
stretch, #8 Crumlin Express bore in at start after hitting side of gate stall doors, rest ok
Race 8, #7 Crime Wave popped up at start, #6 Above All Odds ducked out at start almost
unseating K. Johnson, lost a stirrup but regained it mid backstretch, rest ok
Mutuel handle: $538,478.

Claims:
Race 7, #2 Avalon for $4,500.00 by Lucio Tucci/Tr. N. Gonzalez

